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(ABSTRACT)

Although the maximum likelihood classifier is a popular

classification technique, there is an inherent problem asso-

ciated with the 100% classification of a scene. This is be-

cause there will inevitably be pixels within a study area
that have a low probability of belonging to any of the pre-
defined categories.

Thehfocus of this research was to locate these low
probability pixels and observe their affect on classification

'accuracy. This was done by performing supervised classifica-

tions at various threshold levels using two methods of clas-

sification ‘trainingx combined category training site
1

statistics and separated category training site statistics.

In general, it was found that a majority of the scene was

classified at very low probabilities but the accuracy of the

resulting classifications was much greater than the low

probabilities would suggest.
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Other conclusions were that the separated training sites
did represent the spatial variation within a category better
than the combined training sites thus improving overall ac-
curacy; however, spatially classifiying the unclassified
pixels after thresholding did not impravé accuracy over a
standard classification for either training method.
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INTRODUCTION AND JUSTIFICATION
l

Land cover classification of remotely sensed data is an

important tool for obtaining reliable and current information
about the quantity and distribution of the earth's natural

resources. For instance, the use of Landsat data is increas-
ing in popularity in fields such as crop forecasting, mineral
exploration, rangeland monitoring, and forest type mapping

(Lillesand 1979). The digital format of the Landsat data al-

lows for the classification of the image using computer as-

sistance, which is much faster and less expensive than

mapping large areas from the ground (Stanton 1975).

Consequently, research is focusing on. developing more

efficient and more accurate methods for use in the analysis

of Landsat data (Fleming 1979). One of the most important

variables the user of remotely sensed data must be attentive

to is the expected accuracy of the classified product. This

accuracy is influenced by factors such as scene character-

istics, sensor characteristics, and processing techniques.

The selection of processing techniques is one of the few ways

an image processor can control the accuracy of the classified

image. Emphasis should therefore be·placed on a thorough

understanding of the available image processing methods so

as to maximize the accuracy of the final product and to min-

imize the cost of processing (Story 1984).

Introduction and Justification 1
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The first attempt at a large scale classification using
remotely sensed multispectral data was in 1971 for the Corn
Blight Watch Experiment, where a per-point maximum likelihood
algorithm ‘was employed. during the classification. process
(Hixon 1980). Since then the maximum likelihood algorithm
has increased in popularity because it is considered "the
most accurate classifier on the average (Swain l978)." The
reason for this lies in the statistical nature of the maximum
likelihood theory. First, the algorithm estimates the prob-
ability distribution for each category from sample data of
known identity. Second, it calculates the statistical proba-
bility of an unidentified pixel belonging to all categories
and assigns the pixel to the category possessing the highest
probability (Lillesand 1979).

An important characteristic of the maximum likelihood

classifier is its ability to classify every pixel in a data
set into the most likely of the defined categories. However, i

° there is an inherent problem associated with 100% classi-

fication. When classifying pixels into land cover types,
there will inevitably be pixels in the study area that have
very low probabilities of belonging to any of the predefined
categories. These pixels should probably remain unclassified,

but they are forced into inappropriate categories by the na-
ture of the classifier. Low probabilities could be caused

by using non—representative training sets to estimate train-

ing parameters, or by the presence of unidentified categoriesIntroduction and Justification 2



in the data set. Low probabilities could also occur during
the classification of mixed pixels which usually possess in-
consistent spectral signatures. Assigning pixels to catego-

ries which do not accurately describe them could be having a
detrimental influence on the classified product and therefore

warrants further study.

In order to study the effect of classifying low proba-
bility pixels on classification accuracy, an experiment was

designed to prevent the classification of' pixels having

probabilties below certain threshold levels. It is hypothe-

sized that the maximum likelihood classifier is misclassify-

ing a significant amount of pixels due to the algorithm‘s

inability to reject pixels with associated high probabilities

of classification error.

Specific objectives of this research are:

1. To determine the effect of thresholding a maximum like-

lihood classifier on the number of pixels classified in

a Landsat image of the Dismal Swamp National Refuge, the

accuracy of the classified pixels, and the spatial dis-

tribution of the pixels not classified.

2. To determine if the method used to train the classifier

(combined category training site statistics or separated

category training site statistics) alters the effect of

thresholding a maximum likelihood classification. y



3. To determine if a combination of a thresholding maximum
likelihood classifier and a post-processing logical
filler can improve classification accuracy over a tradi-
tional maximum likelihood classification.

_ Introduction and Justification 4
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LLTERATURE REYIEW

Thorough and accurate land use and land cover maps have

become an important tool in the development of public poli-

cies and umnagement activities concerning the earth's re- —

sources (Campbell 1983). Since the l940's the accepted

procedure for making these maps included the use of

panchromatic, medium-scale aerial photographs; however, more

recent efforts have been focused on small—scale aerial pho-

tographs and satellite images for mapping large areas

(Lillesand. 1979). The Computer-assisted classification of

Landsat spectral data is fast and inexpensive compared to the

respective manual method, yet the classification accuracies

have been lower than desired (Sharp 1979).

Unfortunately, classification of forested wetlands us-

ing Landsat data has not been an exception. One explanation

for the low classification accuracies wcould be because

wetland areas are usually too small or too narrow for the

Landsat sensor to register at an acceptable level of detail

(Aldrich 1979). Another reason could be linked to the tre-

mendous vegetative diversity and interspersion present in

wetland areas. This lack of class homogeneity' causes an I

overwhelmimg number of mixed pixels which are frequently I
misclassified due to their unusual or inconsistent spectral

responses (Ranson1975).I

Literature Review 5 :
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Recent studies performed on wetland areas have found the
only way to improve classification accuracy (with the tech-
nology given) was to consolidate detailed categories into
larger more general ones. For instance, an 80% overall
classification accuracy was obtained for a wetland area in
Delaware (Klemas 1975) and 70.9% for a wetland area in
northern Indiana (Ernst—Dottavio 1981). Both of these
studies classified Landsat MSS data into broad categories
such as forestland and hardwood marsh. A comparison of veg-

etation classes in the Great Dismal Swamp was performed by
Gammon and Carter (1979) using Landsat images taken in Feb-
ruary and April and a temporal composite of both. Neither
the February or April scene could by itself provide adequate

classification accuracy, but comparisons between seasons and
the temporal composite provided 70% classification accuracy.

The supervised classification techniques most often used
in forested wetland classifications have become less popular
because of the_difficulty in locating homogeneous training

sites in such a complex and therefore spectrally diverse en-
vironment. Unsupervised classification techniques have the
advantage in this situation due to their ability to separate
discriminable spectral classes without prior knowledge of the
area and to find classes which might have previously been

unknown (Townshend 1980).

I
I
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Iäß EATTER§ CLASSIFIER

Discriminable spectral response patterns are the basis
for most of the techniques developed to classify spectral
data into informational classes. The individuality of these
patterns can be visualized by plotting each category's spec-

tral response pattern for "n" number of bands, producing a
n-dimensional cloud of points for each category (Figure 1).
Conceptually, the algorithm's first task is to separate the
multivariate space formed by the n bands into distinct deci-
sion regions, one for each category (Figure 2). The second
task is to assign the unidentified pixels to the most appro-

priate class based on the decision region it falls into

(Swain 1978).

Since spectral response similiarity between classes is

a common problem, statistical pattern-recognition techniques

have been developed to distinguish. between classes more
clearly. A statistical approach is valid for remote sensing

applications for several reasons. First, statistical analysis

can account for the variations in nature that can blur the
spectral boundaries of categories and cause confusion between

classes. Second, the "robustness" of statistics allows for
some error in the actual identity of the training samples if

the sample size is large enough. In other words, statistics

_ can produce reliable results even when the training sets are

less than truely representative descriptions of the catego-
i Literature Review 7
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ry's spectral response. Finally, statistical pattern-
recognition techniques permit decision region. overlap Iby

placing a pixel into the "most probable" class even when it
falls into more than one decision region (Swain 1978).

Statistical classifiers usually assume a category's re-

sponse pattern probability function to be normally distrib-

uted (Lillesand 1979) For remote sensing applications this

assumption has been found to adequately describe most spec-

tral response distributions. Even if the assumption xis

rather largely violated, the resulting classification accu-

racy is only slightly affected (Swain 1978).

One of the most widely used statistical pattern-

recognition technique is the maximum likelihood classifier.

The basic procedure followed by this classifier can be di-

vided into two general steps. First, the probability density

function for each category is estimated from training areas

of known identity. If the probability density functions are

assumed 1x> be normally distributed, they can be fully char-

acterized by a category's mean vector and covariance matrix.

Second,the probability of a given pixel belonging to each

category is computed using the mean vectors and covariance

matrices for the categories, and the pixel is assigned to the
I

category with the highest probability (Lillesand 1979). IQ
Literature Review _ lO Q
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An important characteristic of the maximum likelihood
classifier is its ability to assign every pixel in the scene
to a class (Swain 1978). The obvious advantage in this is

there are no pixels left unclassified and therefore more in-
formation about the scene is made available. The not so ob-

vious disadvantage is that pixels which in reality do not
belong to any of the predetermined categories are being
forced into one of them by nature of the algorithm. These
commission errors are usually larger for the maximum likeli-
hood classifier than for other supervised classifiers because

of the inherent "lOO% confidence interval" set for each cat-
egory. This creates a situation where the range of accepta-

ble values for each category is infinite (Mead 1977).

Another problem associated with the maximum likelihood

classifier is that a large number of calculations need to be

performed in order to classify one pixel. The intense compu-
tational factor of the algorithm greatly slows the classi-

fication process while increasing processing costs.

ACCURACY ASSESSME§T

Assessing the accuracy of a classified product is an

important step in determining the usefulness and validity of

that product. Various accuracy assessment techniques are

available for comparing different classifications as well as

different methods of classification. The range of accuracy

Literature Review 11



assessment techniques can be divided into two groups: non-

site specific and site specific.

Non-site specific accuracy is the oldest and one of the

most widely used methods of accuracy estimation. The proce-

dure usually begins by overlaying a classified map on a ref-

erence map and summing· the total area in each. category

similiar to both maps. While this type of estimation is easy

to perform, it provides information only about the overall

agreement between the maps and not about the spatial location

of the agreement and error. Where the errors are located is

an important consideration in deciding the utility of the

classified product (Campbell 1983).

The most common way to calculate non-site specific ac-

curacy is to first sum the correctly classified pixels and

then divide that sum by the total number of pixels classi-

fied. The result is referred to as the "overall percent cor-

rect" and is the simplest and one of the most often

encountered. measures of accuracy. This value provides a

general estimate of the classified scene's accuracy but it

does not indicate the distribution of the classification er-

rors among the categories (Story 1986). Even ‘Chough. the

overall percent correct provides little information in it-

self, Anderson (1976) states that in order for a land use and

land cover map to remain useful to resource managers, the

level of overall accuracy should not fall below 85%.

Literature Review 12 _
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In contrast to non-site specific accuracy, site specific
accuracy is a more complete assessment of a product's use-
fulness and is therefore prefered (Prisley 1982). The pro-
cedure for estimating this type of accuracy involves the
comparison of a sample of classified pixels to the spatially
located reference data. An error matrix with rows represent-
ing the classified categories and columns representing the
reference data categories is then formed to tabulate the
correct and incorrect classifications. The diagonal of this

l

matrix displays the number of correctly classified pixels for
each category while the number of commission and omission
errors are located off the diagonal (Congalton 1983).

A more informative description of map quality was the
classification accuracy of the lindividual categories.
Categorical accuracy can be determined in two ways. In the
first method, the number of correctly classified pixels for
a category is divided by the total number of pixels from that
category in the reference data. The resulting percentage is
termed "producer's accuracy", and is the probability of a
reference pixel being correctly classified by the classifier
(Story 1986). Any misclassifications in this situation are
errors of omission. The second type of class accuracy as-
sessment is calculated by dividing the number of correctly
classified pixels for a category by the total number of
pixels assigned to that class by the classifier. The re-
sulting percentage is called "user’s accuracy", and is the

Literature Review 13



probability of a pixel from the classified image actually
representing the correct class on the ground. Pixels mis-
classified under this method are errors of commission.

Literature Review 14
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DATA AND PROCEDURES
A R

QESCELETLON OE ETUDZ AREA

The Great Dismal Swamp is 125,000 acres (50,590
hectares) of forested wetland located in southeastern
Virginia and northeastern. North Carolina. A donation of
53,000 acres (21,450 hectares) of the swamp was made to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1973 to be managed as a
National Wildlife Refuge.

Although the Great Dismal Swamp has been characterized
° as a forested wetland, it actually contains an extremely di-

verse vegetative land cover and understory. One cause for
this diversity is the location of the swamp near the northern
or southern limits of the ranges of many of the plant spe-
cies. This situation creates an unusual environment where a
wide variety of both deciduous and broadleaved and needle-
leaved evergreen trees, and evergreen and deciduous shrubs,

vines and herbaceous plants thrive. Recently, the swamps
ecosystem has been greatly altered due 1x> the affects of
fire, timbering, ditching, road building, and changes in wa-
ter availability resulting i11 the domination of "pioneer"

plant species instead of the usual swamp climax plant species
(Garrett and Carter 1977). For instance, the present
vegetative communities include cypress-tupelo, maple domi-

Data and Procedures 15



nated mixed hardwood Stands, inkberry and bayberry shrubs,
and pure Stands of Atlantic whitecedar, loblolly and pond
pine. These groups are often found in small parcels inter-

spersed throughout the Swamp (Kovalick 1983).

The vegetative communities of the Great Dismal Swamp are

bound on the west by the Suffolk escarpment approximately 15

feet higher in elevation than the rest of the Swamp, on the

east by the Deep Creek Swale, on the north by the Churchland
flat, and on the south by the lower Pasquotank River drainage

basin (Oaks and Coch 1973; Whitehead 1972). Most of the water

for the swamp flows in from the west and out to the north,
east, and south. Lake Drummond is located near the center of
the Swamp and supplies water for the operation of the the

Dismal Swamp Canal (Garret and Carter 1977).

There are several reasons for choosing the Great Dismal

Swamp to be the study area for this project. First, the spa-

tial and Spectral complexity of the land cover provides a

thorough test of the classification ability of the maximum

likelihood classifier. Second, a detailed map of the photo-

interpreted land cover types was produced for 100% of the

study area to serve as reference data (Figure 3). Third,

results from this study can be compared to other classifica-
tion studies of the same area.

The Vegetation map of the Dismal Swamp reveals 43 domi— I
nant canopy types as well as 33 understory types with a i

classificaton accuracy for the canopy types of 93.8% (Gammon :

I IData and Procedures 16 II
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and Carter 1979). The map was digitized at the EROS Data
Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota and is in raster format
with 810 rows and 420 columns registered to a 50—meter UTM

grid. There are 340,000 total pixels in the digitized map
with 233,681 pixels actually representing the swamp. Pixels
located outside the swamp boundary were masked out by as-
signing them to zero (Kovalick 1983). The same reference
data were used in classification studies performed by Prisley
(1982) and Kbvalick (1983), thus allowing for comparisons
with this study.

The six land cover classes represented on the digitized
Vegetation map are listed in Figure 4. These classes were

previously chosen by resource managers at the swamp for their
usefulness in resource planning and were not chosen by the
analyst of this study. Although detailed land cover class

information was available, it would not have been practical
to create a more specific class structure than an Anderson
level II class structure given the coarse resolution (1.1
acres) of the Landsat data and the vegetative complexity of
the swamp (Kovalick 1983).

DESCRIPTION OF SPECTEAL DATA

The spectral data to be used in this study came from the

January, 1978 pass of the Landsat 2 satellite (scene
ID:21101-14331).Landsat's multispectral scanner (MSS) gathered

1
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LEVEL II LEVEL III

1. Coniferous evergreen a. Pine
b. Pine—deciduous mix
c. Atlantic whitecedar
d. Whitecedar-deciduous mix

2. Broadleaved evergreen a. Inkberry shrub
b. Evergreen vines
c. Broadleaved evergreen

3. Deciduous-evergreen mix a. Deciduous-broadleaved evergreen mix
b. Deciduous—pine mix
c. Deciduous-whitecedar mix

4. Deciduous a. Deciduous with evergreen understory
b. Deciduous with deciduous understory
c. Deciduous (hydric species)

5. Agriculture

6. water

Figure 4. Anderson Level II and Level III Land Cover
Classes for the Great Dismal Swamp.

$
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the data in four bands: green, red, near infrared, and far
infrared with an approximate resolution cell size cu? 56 me-
ters x 79 meters.

Preprocessing of the digital image was performed in
three stages with the Interactive Digital Image Manipulation
System (IDIMS) at the EROS Data Center (Prisley 1982).
First,two iterations of a histogram normalization and

smoothing routine were executed to restore the multi—striped
image to a more natural represenation of the original scene.

Second, the scene was registered to the same 50-meter UTM
grid as the Vegetation. map using a first order nearest
neighbor geometric registration and 29 geometric control

points. Finally, a subscene containing only the Dismal Swamp
area was taken from the Landsat scene by locating the bound-
aries of the swamp with the digitized Version of the Vege-

tation map and withdrawing that block from the rest of the
scene.

The result was a four band destriped and resampled image

of the Great Dismal Swamp made up of four matrices with 810

rows oriented east/west and 420 columns oriented north/south

and a pixel size of 50 meters squared (0.62 acres). A copy
of the Dismal Swamp subscene was brought to the Spatial Data

Analysis Laboratory at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University in Blacksburg, Virginia. Further processing I
was conducted using the General Image Processing System

(GIPSY) on the VAX 11/785 minicomputer.
ä
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EROCFQURAL OUTLLNE

The following procedure was implemented to observe the
quantity and spatial distribution of pixels classified at low
probabilities. To locate these pixels, a modified maximum
likelihood classifier assigned pixels to a "rejected" class
if their probabilities were below a user specified threshold
level.

The outcome of the classification was dependent not only
on the type of classifier employed, but also on the method
of obtaining training statistics, so supervised training was
performed in two ways. First, the statistics for the train-
ing sites were combined into their respective classes prior
to classification. Second, statistics for the training sites

were separated prior to classification and combined into the
six general classes after classification. This was done to

observe if classification accuracy could be improved by al-
lowing more than one statistical set to represent a category.

For both the combined and individual training statis-
tics, the category statistics were computed once auui held
constant for each classification of the Dismal Swamp at each
threshold level. Threshold levels were varied from 0% to 95%
probability of a pixel belonging to a category and were in-
cremented as necessary to delineate a trend. By holding the

category statistics constant, the differences observed be-
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tween the classified images were due only to the change in
threshold level.

Error matrices were obtained and analyzed at each
threshold level. The spatial distribution of "rejected"
pixels was observed by superimposing the classified image on
the vegetative land cover map and noting the spatial location
of the rejected pixels. Finally, to test the possibility of
improving the accuracy of the classified image, za post-
processing logical filler was used to assign the "rejected"
pixels to categories based on their classified neighbors.

QLASSIELCAIION PROCEDURES

The six land cover classes of the Great Dismal Swamp
were represented by 52 training sites during the supervised
classifications. The location, number, and size of these
sites was chosen based on the spatial distribution and the
spectral variability of these classes. The more spatially

' dispersed and spectrally variable a class was, the greater
the number of training pixels were selected for that class.
These parameters were empirically estimated by visually com-
paring the vegetation map of the Dismal Swamp to the Landsat

W
image. To prevent the inclusion of mixed pixels in the class

Wstatistics, training sites will be kept to a size that will W
fit well within the boundaries of spectrallyhomogeneousareas

(Kovalick 1983). Mixed pixels contain spectral re- W



V

sponses from more than one class and therefore prevent the
homogeneous representation of aa single category (Campbell
1981).

The number of training pixels per category needed to

perform a statistical classificaton such as a maximum like-
lihood classification can be no less than n+1, where n is the
number of spectral bands in the data set. With fewer pixels,
it would be mathematically impossible to calculate the vari-
ance and correlation for a category. In practice however, 10n

V to 100n pixels per category are usually chosen for training
due to the general improvement in parameter estimates with
an increase in sample size (Lillesand 1979).

MOQIEICATION OE A MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD QLASSIFIEE .

A Bayesian classification algorithm was chosen as the

maximum likelihood classifier to be modified for use in this

study. The algorithm performs a classification of aa multi-

band image based on the assumption that the categories pos-
sess multivariate normal density functions. The input
required for classification includes the multiband image to
be classified along with the mean vectors and covariance ma-

trices calculated for each category in the image from train-

ing sites of known identity or from clusters.

The mean vector and covariance matrix for each category

are used in the following maximum likelihood discriminant

V Data and Procedures 23
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function (category a priori probabilities are assumed to be
equal for this study):

1 T -1P(X|J)= ···········——···· @X1¤>[·1/2(X—M(j)> A(j) (X—M(j))]
n/2 l/2

(Zw) |A(j)I
where: ·
• P(X|j) is a multivarite normal probability function for

the j-th category having a mean vector M(j) and a
covariance matrix A(j),

• X is the pixel vector to be classified, and
• |A(j)|= determinant of A(j).

If the a priori probabilities are assumed to be equal, then
the chosen category, j, is the category for which P(X|j) is
a maximum (Cai 1983).

More commonly, the ln P(X|j) is calculated instead of
P(X|j) which yields the following equivalent discriminant
function:

T -1l¤(P(XIj))= 1/2(¤ l¤(2¤)+l¤|A(j)|—1/2(X—M(i)) A(j) (X—M(i))

where A(j) is a symmetric matrix. In this equation, only the

last term on the right side of the equal sign varies from

pixel to pixel, thus, it is the only term that needs to be
computed for each pixel. Hence, this form of the discriminant

function is more efficient than the original form. i

The maximum likelihood discriminant function classifies g
every pixel in a scene although there will be many pixels
classified at very low probabilities of belonging to any of

(
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the preset categories. To circumvent this problem, the max-

imum likelihood algorithm was modified using a thresholding

technique which compares the ln(P(X|j)) of the category the

pixel would normally be placed in to a user-specified minimum

threshold value. If the ln(P(X|j)) is less than the threshold

value, the pixel will be assigned to a "rejected" class

(Swain 1978). Figure 5 explains the logic of the original

Bayesian classifier and the points in the algorithm modified

for thresholding.

LOQLCAL ELLLING

A logical filling operation was performed CHI a scene

after it was subjected to a umximum likelihood classifier.

The filling operation was not expected to do well for images

that did not have majority of the pixels classified. This

is due to the algorithm's inability to correctly classify

pixels with only a few previously classified neighbors to use

in the decision process. It was, however, performed on scenes

with 10% or more of the the scene classified in order to de-

lineate a trend. This was done to test if a classification

system consisting of a thresholding maximum likelihood algo-

rithm auml a post-processing logical filling operation could

improve classification accuracy over a traditional maximum

likelihood classification.
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The logical filling' algorithm that was used for this
purpose spatially classifies unclassified pixels based on a
four or eight pixel neighborhood. It chooses a category la-

bel for the unknown pixel based on a umjority vote of the

categories in the neighborhood. The program can be repeated

until all the unclassified pixels have been classified. It

does not reclassify pixels that were already assigned to

categories by the maximum likelihood algorithm. Options in-
clude limiting the number of iterations, alternating between

4 or 8 pixel neighborhoods at each iteration, or using either

4 or 8 pixel neighborhoods for all iterations. The eight

pixel neighborhood option was chosen to allow a pixel to be

classified based on input from all its neighbors.

AQCQgAQY ASSESSMENT

To assess the accuracy of the maximum likelihood clas-

sifications and the logically filled classifications, a

quantitative comparison was made between the classified im-
ages and the digitized vegetation map of the Dismal Swamp.

Since reference data were available for 100% of the classi-

fied area, accuracy assessments were computed without the

need for statistical inference. An assumption was made that

the vegetation map was 100% accurate.

Error matrices were created for every classification by

comparing each pixel in the vegetation map to the corre-
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sponding pixel in the classified image. Error matrix con-
struction is an important step in accuracy assessment because

it condenses information about correctly classified pixels
and commission and omission errors into a more easily manip-
ulated format. The total number of rejected pixels was cal-
culated by subtracting the number of pixels classified from
the total number of pixels in the data set. Also, the program

dealt with the large number of pixels involved i11 a classi-

fication by rounding cell entries to the nearest 10 pixels;

thus, calculations involving the error matrices were only

accurate to 10 pixels. In addition, the percent of the image
classified was computéd by dividing the number of pixels

classified (the sum of the number of pixels in each cell of

the error matrix) by the total number of pixels in the scene.

Overall and per class standard accuracies were calcu-

jlated for the classified pixels from the scenes classified

by the thresholding maximum likelihood algorithm and the

scenes that were logically filled. User's accuracies for

individual categories were calculated to help understand the

overall accuracy of a classification. It was chosen over

producer's accuracy because user's accuracy describes the

reliability of a classification, which was thought to be more

appropriate for this study than producer's accuracy which

describes how well an area on the ground can be mapped.

The two major sections of comparison in this study were
' the maximum likelihood classifications and the logically

Data and Procedures _29
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filled classifications. Each section is further divided into
the method used to train the maximum likelihood algorithm.
Results from this study were summarized in graph and table
format to observe any trends in regard to threshold level.

For maximum likelihood classification, tables were gen-

erated separately for the combined and the uncombined train-
ing site classifications to observe the effect of
thresholding by observing:

1. the standard overall percent correct,
1

2. the userVs accuracies for each class, and
3. the percent of the scene classified.

Next, the two training methods were compared by creating
graphs with the x—axis again representing threshold levels
and the y-axis representing the following:

1. the standard overall percent correct, and
2. the percent of the scene classified.

For the logically filled classifications, tables and
graphs were also generated for the combined and the uncom- ·

bined training statistics observing:

1. the standard overall percent correct, and

2. the user's accuracies for each category.
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TEE SPATIAL DISTRIEUTION OE UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS

The spatial distribution of the rejected pixels for each

of the images classified by the thresholding maximum likeli-
hood algorithm were inspected using two methods. First, an

image containing only rejected pixels was displayed over the

reference map to observe any clustering tendencies of the
pixels that could suggest an unidentified category or unrep-

resentative training sites. Second, an image containing only

boundaries between categories was created from the reference

map. This boundary image was superimposed over the images of

the rejected pixels to determine the percent of the rejected

pixels occuring within a three pixel zone of the category

boundaries. The purpose of this analysis was to test if the

rejected pixels were occurring near boundaries implying that

the low probability pixels were mixed pixels which inevitably

appear in transition zones between categories.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to study the effect of classifying low proba-

bility pixels on classification accuracy in a systematic

manner, the analysis proceeded i11 the following sequence.

First, statistics of the Dismal Swamp image were examined for

the entire scene, and for individual categories to note how

the characteristics of the scene might affect further proc-

essing. Second, the Dismal Swamp was classified several

times using maximum likelihood classifier which allowed for

thresholding. The majority of the analysis followed the
A

classifications and dealt with the comparison of classifica-

tion accuracies within and between training methods across

various probability thresholds. After the classifications,

a post-processing logical fill was performed to discover if

accuracy could be improved over a traditional maximum like-

lihood classificaton. Finally, the spatial distribution of

unclassified, pixels was visually as well as quantitatively

observed to provide insight into where and why the low prob-

ability pixels were occurring.

STUDY AREA AND TRAINING SITE STATISTICS

The supervised. maximum likelihood classification, used 52

training sites. Although the number of training sites seems

Results and Discussion 32
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large, the sites were small and well dispersed over the study
area in order to better represent the spatial variation of
the categories. Table l lists specific training site charac-

teristics by category.

The mean and variance of the training sites averaged for

each category are given in Table 2. Examination of these

statistics shows the spectral signatures of the categories
were similiar to one another. Observing the statistics for
the Dismal Swamp scene in Table 3, the similiarity between
categories is also evident in the low variabilty in spectral
values throughout the 4 MSS bands. The image (before further
processing) was dark, making it difficult to visually divide

the area into categories. Many reasons exist for low spec-
tral variability such as the season the image was taken in
and the preprocessing techniques performed on the image. An-
other reason could be inherent in the definitions of the
categories. For example, referring to Figure 4, the

Coniferous evergreen category contains a Pine—Deciduous mix
sub-category and so does the Deciduous—Evergreen mix cate-
gory. In addition, the Deciduous-Evergreen mix category is
comprised of Deciduous-Whitecedar stands and so is the
Coniferous evergreen category. The theoretical difference
between the sub-categories of two or more categories is the
proportion of each species in a mix. Since the proportions

are, in reality, on a continuum, an artifical boundary has

to be made in order to create discrete categories. A problem
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Table 3.

Summary of Overall Statistics for the Dismal Swamp Landsat Scene

Band

4 5 6 7
Green Red IR IR

Minimum Spectral 2 3 0 0
Value
Maximum Spectral 26 39 42 38
Value
Mean Spectral 8.56 9.06 12.9 11.7Value _
Variance of 1.40 6.99 11.9 12.0
Spectral Value

Q
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arises at the portions of the continuum directly on either
side of the boundary because of the similiarity of spectral
values in that close of a span. This creates a situation in
which it is difficult to distinguish between categories if
pixels fall in the overlapping areas. Since the category de-
finitions were created by resource managers of the Eüsmal
Swamp National Refugee, to meet their needs, they were unal-
tered for this study, although problems in discerning between
some of the categories would surface.

COMBTNEQ TRALNTNG STTE CLASSLEICATTONS

THRESHOLDTNQ THE CLASSIFICATTONS

Using only the classified pixels, the overall percent
correct for the entire scene (including training site pixels)
and user's accuracies for individual categories were calcu- ‘

lated (Table 4). One of the most interesting observations
discovered during the thresholding process was that 25% of
the scene was being classified at one percent probability or
lower, and 75% at 10% probability or lower (Table 5). This
means that a majority of the scene had a very low probability
of belonging to any of the defined categories. Ultimately,
it was not the probability a pixel was classified at but the
accuracy of the resulting classification. The overall accu-
racy <xf the standard classification was 43%. This implied

I
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Table 4.

- Overall and Category Standard Accuracies for Only Classified Pixels at
Various Threshold Levels for the Combined Training Site Method of
Classification

Probability Overall User’s Accuracy by Category (2)
threshold correct

(2) (2) 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 43 62 11 28 86 17 94
1 43 58 11 28 89 0 96
2 41 56 12 28 90 0 96
3 37 58 12 28 88 0 96
4 36 31 12 28 88 0 96
5 33 31 12 28 89 O 96
6 31 31 12 28 87 0 96
7 33 0 13 28 87 0 96
8 32 O 13 28 92 0 96

10 29 0 12 31 0 0 97
13 30 0 12 32 0 0 97
15 33 0 11 32 0 0 97
17 32 0 · 11 30 0 0 97
20 32 0 11 30 O 0 97
23 40 0 0 30 0 0 97
25 97 0 0 0 0 0 97
30 97 0 0 0 0 0 97
40 97 0 0 0 0 0 97
80 96 A 0 0 0 0 0 97

I
Q I
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Table 5.

Percent of Pixels Classified Above Threshold Level, Overall and by
Category, at Each Tbreshold Level for the Combined Training Site Method ofClassification

Probability X of pixels 2 of pixels classified by category
threshold classified

(X) overall 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100” 1 75 61 92 98 70 0 79
2 66 50 83 95 53 0 76
3 61 48 81 93 37 0 76
4 53 10 65 93 35 0 71
5 50 10 65 91 25 0 71
6 48 10 65 91 19 0 71
7 44 0 56 91 19 0 71
8 38 0 41 91 12 0 71

10 25 0 28 66 0 0 66
13 18 0 23 44 0 0 66
15 16 0 13 44 O 0 66‘ 17 · 13 0 13 31 0 0 66
20 13 0 13 31 0 0 66
23 9 0 0 31 0 0 66
25 1 0 0 0 0 0 66
30 l 0 0 0 0 0 66
40 1 0 0 0 0 0 66
80 1 0 0 0 0 0 28
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that a pixel could be correctly classified 43% of the time
even though it had a much lower probability of belonging to
the correct category during the classification„ In other
words, the actual probability a pixel was classified with was

related to the accuracy of the classification but was not the
same value. The actual values for the overall and category

accuracies were low probably due to the similiarity in spec-
tral signatures between categories as indicated in the low

spectral variance of the scene. V
A

Another interesting discovery was in the trend of the

overall percent correct which first dropped as threshold n
level increased and later rose. The original hypothesis was

that the overall percent correct would continually rise with
i

an increase in threshold level because as the threshold level

increased, the probability of correctly classifying a pixel
would also increase. The reason for this was if the pixel
was classified with a high probability, the reliability of
the classification should also be high. An understanding of

the trend came by observing the user's accuracies for the

individual categories. In Table 4 it can be seen that the

accuracy of category 1 (Coniferous evergreen) dropped with
an increase in threshold, while the remaining category ac-

curacies were fairly constant. Since approximately 22% of ä
the scene was in category 1 (Table 1), its user's accuracy

i

strongly influenced the overall accuracy; therefore, when its I
accuracy fell, so did overall accuracy. Overall accuracy did

Z
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begin to climb at the 7% threshold because the number of

pixels classified into category 1 was zero which removed its

influence over overall accuracy (Table 5). The overall ac-

curacy was also influenced by category 4 (Deciduous), which

occurs in 50% of the classified scene. It dropped out of the

classification at the 10% threshold level, and since it had

a high accuracy, when it was dropped, the overall accuracy

fell. The greatest jump in the overall accuracy was after the

23% threshold level when all but one of the categories had

been dropped from the classification, and the overall accu-

racy became the user's accuracy of the remaining category

(category 6 - Water) which was 97% (Table 4).

This explains the flucuations in the overall accuracy

for the combined training site classifications, but it does

not explain why the user's accuracy for category 1 fell. A

possible answer lies in how close a category's training site

distribution is 1x: a category's real distribution. If the

training site statistics are not close to the population

statistics, the two distributions will overlap by a small

amount. When the distributions overlap by only a small

amount, the overlap is only in the tails of the distributions

where probability is low. Since a pixel can only be correctly

classified if ii: falls into the area of overlap, correct

classification can only occur (in this case) at low training

site probabilities (Figure 6a). In addition, the overlap
might not include the area of the training distribution as- (äResults and Discussion 41
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sociated with high probabilities of correct classification.
Even if a pixel has a high probability of belonging to the
training distribution, it might not have the same probability
of belonging to the real distribution (Figure 6b). That is
to say, even though only pixels with high probabilities of
belonging to the training site distribution are being clas-
sified, the reliability (user's accuracy) of those pixels is
not necessarily high also. This is because the reliability
of a pixel's classification is based on how close the pixel
is to the real distribution, not how close it is to the cat-
egory's training distribution. If the real and training dis-
tributions are very similiar, then a pixel classified with a
high probability in the training site distribution will also
have a high probability in the real distribution (Figure 6c).

The reliability of the classified pixels can be improved
as well as degraded by thresholding the training distrib-

ution. As the threshold level increases, more of the area
in the tails of the training distribution is removed; hence,

some of the area of overlap between the real and training

distributions is also removed. If the training is poorly

performed, and the overlap is only in the tails of the two
distributions, disallowing the classification of the low

probability pixels (as defined by the training distribution)

decreases the overall reliability of the category. This is

because the pixels which are left are far removed from the !
real distribution and therefore have a low reliability ofResults and Discussion 43 F_ ___g____________________.._..........................-..-—---—---A



correct classification although they are in the high proba-
bility area of the training distribution (Figure 6d). In this
case, increasing the threshold level actually decreases the

overall reliability of the classified pixels by eliminating
pixels with greater reliability which upgrade the average
reliability of the category.

This is what is believed to have occurred during the
classification of category 1. Its user's accuracy fell when
the threshold level rose because less of category l's real
distribution overlaped with the training distribution. The
pixels left were far removed from the real distribution be-
cause they had to be centered closer to the mean of category
l's training distribution 1x: be classified. The remaining
pixels's reliability continued to fall as the threshold level
increased until at the 7% threshold, reliability became 0%.
The reason the training distribution for category 1 was not
close to its real distribution was probably a result of com- ·

bining the training sites for the category which were
spectrally different due to spatial location. This would
yield a training distribution unlike any of the real dis-
tributions for category 1.

If classifier training had been performed better, and

the training distribution had coincided with the real dis-

tribution more closely, then setting a threshold level on the

classification should improve the reliability of the classi-
fied pixels because the threshold would now be in approxi-
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mately the same position on the real distribution as on the
training distribution„ In this situation, if a classified

pixel has a 95% chance of being correctly classified accord-
ing to the training distribution, it has close to the same
probability of being correctly classified in the real dis-
tribution (Figure 6c). An example of this situation occurred
in category 6 (Water), where the reliability of the classi-
fication increased as threshold level increased (Table 4).
If they had overlapped by a small amount, a 95% probability
in the training site distribution would correspond to a much
different probability in the real distribution (Figure 6b).

LOGICAL FILL

An attempt was made to improve the classification accu-
racy of the maximum likelihood classifier by first setting
the minimum probability a pixel had to exceed to be classi-
fied and to then spatially classify the unclassified pixels
with a logical filler. As Table 6 exhibits the only im-
provement in overall accuracy was at the 1% threshold level.
The individual category accuracies at this level either
dropped or remained the same so the increase in overall ac-
curacy from 43% to 44% was probably due to rounding errors.
Given that rounding errors did occur, there was no practical

difference between the original classification and a 1%
threshold and fill. For· individual category· accuracies,
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Table 6.

Overall and Category Standard Accuracies for Only Classified Pixels at
Various Tbreshold Levels for the Combined Training Site Method of 4
Classification Followed by a Logical Fill

Probability X of Overall User’s accuracy by category gk}
threshold original scene correct

(X) unclassifed (X) 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 43 62 11 28 86 17 94
1 25 44 62 10 27 84 O 93
2 34 43 64 10 27 86 0 93
3 39 41 64 10 26 86 0 93
4 47 39 45 11 25 85 0 93
5 50 35 45 10 23 88 0 92
6 52 34 45 10 22 89 0 92
7 ' 56 34 0 10 23 88 0 92
8 66 32 O 11 22 91 O 92

10 75 x _-———--
13 82 17 0 9 19 0 0 74
15 84 x————--
17 88 17 0 11 30 0 0 97
20 88 17 0 9 18 0 0 73
23 91 t ————— -
25 99 1:—————-

‘ 30 99 x-————-40 99 x--—---
„ 80 99 t ··—-- —

*Fi1l not performed for this threshold level.
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there can occassionally be found thresholds where there was
an improvement in accuracy over the standard classification
but there was no one threshold level that did so for all the
categories at once.

A problem arises when a certain threshold level is
reached which inhibits the classification of all the pixels
in a category. The logical fill algorithm, which classifies
a pixel based on the spatial neighbors of that pixel, cannot
redefine a missing category. If a category is missing from a
classification, it will not be included in the logically
filled classification either. An example cu? this happened
when category 5 (Agriculture and other) was subjected to a

1% threshold and was entirely omitted from the classification
and it was thus ommitted from the logically filled classi-

fications that followed. Overall accuracy and category ac-

curacies made the most dramatic fall after the percentage of
the scene needing to be filled rose above approximately 40%.
At this level, there are too few pixels surrounding most of
the unclassified pixels to allow for a sound decision to be °

made on a pixel's identity.

In summary, increasing the probability a pixel must have

in order to be classified does not consistently increase

classification accuracy. This is due to the difficulty asso-

ciated with locating training sites that are highly accurate

representations of the real category distribution. Also,
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spatially classifying unclassified pixels after a threshold-
ing does not improve accuracy.

SEPARATEQ TRALNING §ITE CLASSIFLCATIONS

TQRESHQLDLNG THE QLASSIFICATIONS

The overall percent correct was calculated for the scene
as well as individual category accuracies (user's accuracy)
for a sampling of threshold levels for the separated training
site classifications as for the combined training site clas-

sifications (Table 7). Fewer separated training site clas-
sifications were performed than for the combined training
site classifications because the processing time needed to
perform one separated training site classification was ap-
proximately six times greater than for the combined training
site classifications. The threshold levels at which the

classifications were performed did yield enough information
to delineate a trend.

The probability the pixels were classified with were

higher for the separated training site classifications than
for the combined training site classifications (Table 7).
Approximately 25% of the scene was classified at a 5% proba-

bility or less, and 75% of the scene was classified at a 90%

probability or less (Table 8). The probabilities are greater
for the separated training site classifications because the
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Table 7.

Overall and Category Standard Accuracies for Only Classified Pixels at
Various Threshold Levels for the Separated Training Site Method of
Classification

Probability Overall User’s Accuragy by Category /%‘
threshold Correct

(X) (%) 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 50 47 12 27 87 30 94

5 51 47 13 28 89 0 96

10 50 48 12 27 89 0 97

15 51 48 14 27 89 0 97

30 51 49 15 27 90 0 97

60 45 36 14 27 90 0 97

80 40 26 14 27 93 0 97

90 43 0 0 27 93 0 97

95 40 0 0 27 92 0 97

Results and Discussion
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Table 8.

Percent of Pixels Classified Above Threshold Level, Overall and byCategory at Each Threshold Level for the Separated Training Site Method ofClassification

Probability Pixels X of gixels classified by categorythreshold classified
(X) (X) ,1 2 3, 4 5 6

0 — 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5 77 76 79 81 76 0 69

10 51 64 59 80 65 0 65
15 50 50 35 71 52 VO 65
30 48 37 23 71 45 0 64
60 47 25 14 68 29 0 57 .
80 35 20 14 68 23 0 27
90 26 _ 0 0 68 19 0 27
95 24 0 0 6€ 14 0 27

1
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training distributions were more accurate representations of
the real category distributions than in the combined training
site classifications. This resulted in a greater number of
pixels in the higher probability area of the training dis-
tributions. The classification accuracy for a standard
classification was 50% which is still low. Keeping training
sites separate did create more accurate training sites than
when combined but it was still difficult to correctly clas-
sify a pixel when the real distributions of the categories

were similiar. The probabilities with which the pixels were
being classified at were greater for the separated training

site method, but it was still evident that pixels were being

classified at lower probabilites than the classification ac-

curacies would suggest. There was a relationship between the
probability a pixel was classified with and the reliability
of the classification, but the relationship was not direct.

Table 7 shows the trend of the overall percent correct ‘

over threshold level. It remained fairly constant until the

30% threshold level when it began to fall. The reason for the

fall was the same as for the combined training site classi-

fications; category l's user's accuracy declined after the
30% threshold level while categories 2 through 6 remained
constant. Until the 30% level, the overall percent correct
is approximately 50%, and after this point it declined. Ob-

serving the percent of the pixels classified into category 1

across threshold level, category l dropped after the 80%
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threshold from the classification so its accuracy influenced
the overall accuracy for most of the classifications (Table
8).

It is interesting to note that the user's accuracy for
category 1 did not become zero until after the 80% threshold
level whereas it did so after the 6% threshold level in the
combined training site method. This indicates that the

training distributions representing category 1 overlapped the
real distributions more so when using the separated training
site classifications than when using the combined training
sites (category 1 must of had many modes in reality). The
same was true for the other categories where the user's ac-

curacy did not fall to zero until a much later threshold than

in the combined training site method. The threshold level at

which user's accuracy became zero occurred when the section

of the training distribution remaining after thresholding,
was so far removed from the real distribution that the pixels

that were classified had a reliability of zero.

Although the training distributions overlapped the real

distributions more so for the separated training sites than

for the combined training sites, the user's accuracies were

still low for some of the categories. The reason for this

was that even if_a1 training distribution overlaps a real

distribution to a great extent, the accuracy of the pixels

could still be low because different categories could , in
reality, have similiar spectral signatures or similiar

Results and Discussion 52
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training site statistics which could cause confusion during
classification and reduce the reliability of the classified
pixels. This seemed to be the case for categories 2 and 3
where the pixels classified spanned almost the entire range
of threshold levels but the user's accuracy was still low.

For a category in general, if pixels are being correctly
classified into this category for a large range of threshold
levels, then the training site distributions for this cate-

gory overlap the real distribution to a great extent. If the
distributions do overlap but the accuracy of the classified
pixels is still low, the category's real distribution must
be similiar to another category's real distribution or
training distribution causing confusion between the catego-

. ries during classification (Figure 7).

LOGIQAL FILL

The logical fill operation. was also applied to the

classifications produced using the separated training sites
to see if accuracy could be improved over the standard maxi-
mum likelihood classification. Table 9 displays the results
of the fills. It reveals no increase in accuracy except for
at the 10% threshold level. This was most likely caused by
rounding errors since the individual category accuracies were

never greater than the corresponding accuracies in the ori-
ginal (0% threshold) classification. ~
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Category L Category 2

»¢
/ \’ \

/ \
/ \

/ \/ x/ x

—•larea of confusion
during classification ‘ .

-——— real distribution _
""' training distribution

Figure 7. The Similiarity Between Two Categories Re-
sulting in Confusion. During· Classification
Even With Represenative Training Sites. ‘
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~ Table 9.

Overall and Standard Accuracies for Only Classified Pixels at Various
Threshold Levels for the Separated Training Site Method of Classification
and Logical Fill

Probability X of Overall User’s accuracy by category QX}
Threshold original scene correct

(X) unclassified (X) 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 50 47 12 27 87 30 94
5 23 50 45 12 27 86 0 93

10 49 51 47 10 27 83 0 93
15 50 50 46 11 25 82 0 93
30 52 48 44 12 24 80 0 93
60 53 47 44 9 23 83 0 94
80 65 x ——-—-—
90 74 t ———·— —
95 76 x ——--——

#Fill not performed for this threshold level.
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In summary, the separated training sites better repres-
ented a category's real distribution than did the combined
training sites; however, confusion still existed between the

categories resulting in low classification accuracies. This
confusion was due to the similarity between the categories
spectral signatures. Also, the thresholding maximum likeli-
hood classifier and the spatial classifier did not improve
classification accuracy over a standard maximum likelihood
classification by a practical amount.

SEEARATEQ yER§US COMBINED CATEGORZ TRAINING

Comparing the separated and the combined training meth-

ods, it was discovered that the overall percent correct for
the separated training site method of classification at the

0% threshold level was approximately seven percentage points

greater than for the combined training site method of clas-

sification. For the range of threshold levels, the overall

percent correct for the separated training site classifica-
tions was fairly constant, whereas the overall percent cor-
rect for the combined training site classifications was

irregular (Figure 8).

The irregularity of the overall accuracy for the com-

bined method was a result of the categories dropping out of

the classification when a threshold level became too high.
If the accuracy of the category prior to its drop was low, )
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theoverall accuracy of the scene would rise when it was
eliminated. If the accuracy of the category prior to its
drop was high, the overall accuracy of the scene fell after
elimination. The amount of increase or decrease in overall
accuracy depended on the percent of the entire scene the
category was a part of; the more it occupied, the more in-
fluence it had on the overall accuracy. For example, after
the 23% threshold level in the combined training site clas-
sifications, all the categories were dropped from the suc-
cessive classifications and the overall accuracy of the
classifications rose to 97% which was the user's accuracy of
the only remaining category, category 6 (Water) (Figure 8).

Since categories did not drop out of the separated

training site classifications until after the 80% threshold
level (except category 5) (Table 8), the overall accuracies

were only affected by fluctuations in the accuracy of indi-
vidual categories. Individual category accuracies were fairly
constant; hence, so were the overall accuracies (Figure 8).

Individual category accuracies at the 0% threshold level
for categories 2, 3, 4, and 6 were similiar for both methods

of training; however, category 5 had an accuracy 13% greater

in the separated training site classification than i11 the

combined classification, and category 1 had an accuracy 15%
less in the separated classification than i11 the combined

classification. The overall percent accuracy was improved by
keeping the training sites for a category separated until
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after a classification, but confusion still existed between
the spectral signatures of categories 1, 2, 3, and 5 as in- ‘

dicated by their low user's accuracies (Tables 4 and 7).
The greatest difference between the separated and com-

bined training site classifications was that the user's ac-

curacies for the categories in the separated classifications
ll

did not fall to 0% until after the 80% threshold level or
later (except for category 5) while, in the combined classi-
fications, they fell to 0% at approximately the 7% and 23%

thresholds (except for category 5) (Tables 4 and 7). This
indicates that the training site distributions for the cate-
gories 511 the combined training site method were not as

close to the real distributions as the separated training
site distributions were.

Support for this hypothesis also came from the compar-

ison of the percent of the scene classified at various

threshold levels between the methods of training. It is clear

from viewing Figure 9, the number of pixels classified at

each threshold level was increasingly greater, until approx-
imately the 40% threshold, for the separated classifications

than for the combined classifications. Since the training

site distributions for the categories in the combined clas-

sifications were not close to the real distributions, clas-

sification into the category could only occur when a pixel

was inside the section of the training distribution above the

threshold. Because the cloud of pixels for a category was far tResults and Discussion · 59



fromn the section of the training distribution above the
threshold, there were few pixels (if any) that could be
classified at these higher threshold levels (Figure 10a).

The training sites for the separated training site distrib-
utions were closer to the clouds of pixels for the categories
so there were more pixels at higher threshold levels than for
the combined training site distributions (Figure lOb).

§£ATIAL QISTRIBUTION OF UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS

For each classified scene, the percentage of unclassi-
fied pixels appearing within 1 pixel on either side of the
boundaries between categories (3 pixel boundary width) was
calculated. By visually inspecting the combined training site
classifications at various threshold levels, the unclassified
pixels were observed at the 1% threshold to be located mostly
on the perimeter of the swamp. At the 4% threshold, clumps
of unclassified pixels were forming within the category
boundaries. These clumps caused the percentage of unclassi-
fied pixels on the boundaries to decrease by increasing the
number of internal unclassified pixels. The trend is illus-
trated in Figure ll.

Most of the clumping was located inside the Deciduous

class (category 4) for both training method classifications.

This was probably due to the definition of the category which
resulted in its confusion with categories 1 and 3. All three 'Results and Discussion 60
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categories have Deciduous mix sub-categories. The clumps
probably were areas which were assigned to category 4 when
the reference data was created but were, in reality, similiar
in vegetative composition to categories 1 and 3. Since they
were similiar in composition, their spectral signatures were
also similiar which caused confusion between the three cate-
gories during classification.

The separated training site classifications followed the
same trend as the combined training site classifications ex-

cept that the clumping of unclassified pixels for the sepa-
rated classifications was not as pronounced in the early
threshold levels (Figure ll). The reason for the lower level
of clumping in the early thresholds, was that the spatial
variation of the categories was better represented by sepa-
rating the training sites for a category than by combining
the training sites before the classification so there were
less areas where groups of pixels did not fit well into any
category.

In addition to the calculation of the percentage of un-
classified pixels on the boundaries, the percentage of
boundary pixels that were unclassified was also calculated.
This value represents only the boundary pixels that were not
classified, whereas the percentage of unclassified pixels on
the boundaries represents the total number of unclassified

pixels on the boundaries. The percentage of boundary pixels
that were unclassified was calculated to isolate and observe
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the effect mixed pixels, which occur by nature on the bound-
aries between categories, have on the probability they were
classified at. The trends for both training methods are given

in Figure 12.

For both the training methods, it can be seen that over

one—half of the boundary pixels were being classified at four

percent probability or lower, and approximately three-fourths
were classified at 10% probability or lower. The boundary

pixels were being classified at lower probabilities than the

rest of the scene was indicated by the falling percentage of

unclassified pixels on the boundaries and the rising per-
centage of boundary pixels that were unclassified (over in-
creasing threshold level). Since the mixed pixels (boundary

pixels) had lower probabilities of belonging to the defined

categories, they were removed from the classification at low
thresholds thus rapidly increasing the percentage of boundary

pixels that were unclassified and decreasing the percentage

of unclassified pixels on the boundaries.

In general, the presence of mixed pixels on the bounda-

ries between categories resulted in pixels being classified

at lower probabilities than the internal pixels. This was due

to the vegetative non-homogeneity of the mixed pixels causing

unusual spectral responses for a category. The internal

pixels were more homogeneous in vegetative composition;

hence, so their spectral values had higher probabilities of

belonging to a category.
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It was noted previously that the ability of a pixel to
be classified at a high threshold level did not necessarily
correspond ·¤¤ a high reliability for that pixel due to the

difference between its training distribution and its real
distribution. Thus, the spatial distribution of the pixels
at various levels of classification reliability cannot be

inferred from the threshold levels at which the pixels were ‘

unclassified, unless there can be complete confidence in the
accuracy of the training sites.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSU

The purpose of this research was to determine the effect

of thresholding a maximum likelihood classifier on the number

of pixels classified in a Landsat scene of the Dismal Swamp

National Refuge in Virginia-North Carolina , the accuracy of

the classified pixels, and the spatial distribution of the

unclassified pixels. Also, an attempt was made 1x> improve

classification accuracy over a traditional maximum likelihood

classification by spatially classifying the unclassified

pixels from the thresholded maximum likelihood classifica-

tions.

The procedure involved the classification of the Dismal

Swamp scene at various threshold levels using statistics from

training sites that were combined by category for one set of

classifications and kept separate until after the classi-

fication for another set of classifications. An error matrix

was created for each classification to determine the accuracy

of the classified pixels, and the scene was compared to a

boundary map to determine the spatial distribution of the

unclassified pixels. The unclassified pixels were then spa-

tially classified using a logical fill algorithm and an error

matrix was again created to observe any changes in classi-

fication accuracy from the 0% threshold classification.
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The accuracy assessment of the classifications was per-
formed by calculating from error matrices, the overall per-
cent correct for the entire scene and the user's accuracy

(reliability) for each category. This was done for both the
classified pixels from the thresholded classifications and
for the entire scene after the logical fills. It was found

that, in general, the majority of pixels in the Dismal Swamp
scene were classified at very low probabilities, but the ac-
curacy of the classification was much higher than the proba-
bility a pixel was classified at would predict although the
two values were related. In addition, the separated training
site method of classification had a greater overall accuracy
as well as a greater number of pixels being classified at
higher probabilities than did the combined training site
classification method. This suggests that the probability at

which a pixel was classified at might be correlated to the

accuracy of its classification, but the values are not the
same. More specifically, the results based on the combined

and separated training site classification methods indicated

that the reliability of the classified pixels could increase
or decrease with an increase in the threshold level placed
on a classification. This happened because the reliability
of a pixel's classification was determined by the probabil-

ity that pixel had of belonging to the population (real)

distribution of its category, and not the probability it had

of belonging to the category’s training site distribution.
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If the training site distribution and real distribution for
a category coincided, then a high probability of classifica-

tion accuracy as set by the training distribution, would
correspond 1x> a high probability of classification accuracy

in the real distribution. In this case, setting a threshold

level cni a classification could improve the reliability of
the classified pixels.

On the other hand, if the training site distribution did

not coincide with the real distribution, then an increase in

threshold level would decrease the reliability of the clas-

sified pixels. This would happen because the pixels centered

around the mean of the training distribution would be farther

away from the mean of the real distribution than the pixels

at the tail of the training distribution. In this situation,

the pixels at the tail of the training distribution actually

have a greater reliability than the pixels toward the center

of the training distribution because they are closer to the

real distribution.

The actual values for the combined and separated train-

ing site classifications were observed and it was noted that

keeping the training sites for a category separated until
after a classification improved overall accuracy for the

Dismal Swamp scene by seven percentage points. For resource

managers; however, a classification accuracy of 50% is still

too low to be used as a landcover map.
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Post-processing the thresholded classifications using a
logical filler did not improve the overall accuracy or cate-
gory accuracies of a scene over the standard maximum likeli-

hood classification by any practical amount. It did;
however, decrease the accuracy for both training methods
when the percent of the scene needing to be filled was above
approximately 50%. Basically, the spatial classifier did as
good a job as the spectral classifer for the Dismal Swamp

·
scene if the percent of the scene needing to be spatially
classified was above 50%.

The spatial distribution of the unclassified, pixels
formed increasingly larger clumps as threshold level was in-
creased. The clumps were pixels that had low probabilities
of belonging to a category based on the training site sta-
tistics. Inadequate classifier training caused these clumps
of low probability pixels. This was because the spectral
values of many areas in the scene did not fall near a training
distribution since the training distribution was not repre-

sentative of the category. Clumping occurred at a lower

threshold level for the combined training site method because
the training site distributions for its categories did not

coincide well with the real distributions so many pixels were
being classified at low training site probabilities and
therefore were removed at low threshold levels. The differ-
ence in spectral values for a category from one area of the
scene to another was best accounted for by keeping training
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site statistics for aa category separated until after the
classification. ·

It must be kept in mind when interpreting these results

that they apply to a unique set of circumstances. These cir-
cumstances are as follows:

1. the Dismal Swamp Landsat scene was destriped and regis-

tered prior to classification at EROS Data Center on

IDIMS using a histogram normalization and smoothing rou-

tine and a first order nearest neighbor geometric regis-

tration respectively,

2. a supervised classification scheme was employed,

3. GIPSY algorithms were used for classification which could

differ from other image processing systems,

4. the resolution of the reference data was at Anderson

level II,

5. the spectral data had a narrow range of values and low

variability,

6. the study area was more spectrally and spatially diverse

than other forested wetland areas of this size, and
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7. the vegetative cover map used as reference data was as-
sumed to be 100% correct. Errors in the reference data
could affect classifier training as well as accuracy as-

sessment. Since the Vegetation map was found to be 94%

accurate in a previous study, errors in this study caused

by inaccurate reference data were considered to be mini-

mal.

U
These circumstances limit the applicability of these

results to other Landsat classifications; however, it is felt
that these circumstances yielded some insight into the maxi-

mum likelihood classification process.

Extensions of this research could concentrate on using

an unsupervised classification approach so that the problems

with locating representative training sites would not occur.

The statistics generated from the clustering of a section of

the entire scene could be used to classify the entire scene,

at Various threshold levels, with a maximum likelihood

classifier.· Also, aa digital image with greater spectral

Variabilty and more easily identifiable categories could be

classified.
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n

OZ Threshold · Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results1 2 3 4 5 6
1 | 1358. 2178. 821. 303. 485. 2. |
2 | 163. 674. 237. 39. 87. 0. |

Reference 3 | 347. 1269. 1578. 527. 407. 0. |
Data 4 } 303. 1788. 3054. 5584. 1152. 26. |

5 | 1. 21. 0. 15. 435. 0. 16 | 2. 5. 10. 10. 42. 447. |

Sum of diagonal elements = 100760
Z of scene classified = 233681/233681 = 100
Overall Z correct = 43.12
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1% Threshold · Combined Training Sites
4*****4****«**«e«««*««««*«*«*+++++«+««+*««+««+«***

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 772. 2064. 803. 149. 0. 0. I
2 I 104. 629. 234. 22. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 243. 1204. 1561. 314. 0. O. I
Data 4 I 204. 1639. 2991. 4152. 0. 16. I

5 I 0. 17. 0. 8. O. 0. I
6 I 1. 4. 10. 7. 0. 361. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 74750
I

% of scene classified =175081/233681Overall
% correct = 42.69

1% Threshold · Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Fill

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 1256. 2656. 932. 301. 0. 2. I2 I 151. 759. 251. 39. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 318. 1502. 1716. 591. 0. 0. IData 4 I 269. 2164. 3306. 6131. 0. 36. I5 I 26. 237. 10. 199. 0. 0. I
6 I 2. 10. 16. 17. 0. 471. I

Overall % correct = 44.22
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1

2% Threshold - Combined Training Sites -
««e**«««**+««*«***««««*e«««*+*«**+***««*+«++««««+*

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 637. 1986. 776. 109. 0. 0. I
2 I 91. 607. 229. 19. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 212. 1135. 1519. 238. 0. 0. I
Data 4 I 166. 1271. 2906. 3213. 0. 15. l

5 I 0._ 17. - 0. 3._ 0. 0. |
6 I 1. 2. 10. 5. 0. 346. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 63220
% of scene classified = 15511/233681 =
Overall % correct = 40.76

2% Threshold - Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Eill
” Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 1175. 2718. 980. 271. 0. 2. I
2 I 135. 774. 255. 36. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 301. 1572. l766._ 489. 0. 0. I
· Data 4 I 231. 2333. 3491. 5816. 0. 36. I

5 I 5. 299. 34. 134. 0. 0. I
6 I 2. 8. 20. 15. 0. 472. I

Overall % correct = 42.81
I
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3Z Threshold - Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 617. 1936. 759. 81. 0. 0. I2 I 88. 585. 226. 14. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 197. 1109. 1498. 191. 0. 0. I
A

Data 4 I 159. 1244. 2856. 2236. 0. 15. I5 I 0. 16. 0. 2. 0. 0. I6 I 1. 2. 9. 3. 0. 346. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 52820
Z of scene classified = 141871/233681 = 60.71Overall Z correct = 37.23

3Z Threshold · Combined Training Sites
+**e«**++**4***;****++***e+**«**+*+«***e«*+e*+*+**
Error Matrix After Fill ·

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 1180. 2733. 997. 234. 0. 2. I2 I 135. 775. 260. 30. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 295. 1602. 1791. 440. 0. 0. IData 4 I 231. 2527. 3745. 5367. O. 36. I5 I 8. 314. 20. 131. 0. 0. I6 I 2. 9. 21. 11. 0. 474. I

Overall Z correct = 41.03
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1

4% Threshold · Combined Training Sites
**1***++*e*+««*«*«««e«**+«*««*««««*«««*«+e««e«++««

Error Matrix After Thresholding
I

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 .5 6

1 I 72. 1807. 759. 78. 0. 0. I2 I 21. 499. 226. 13. O. 0. IReference 3 I 88. 957. 1498. 188. 0. 0. IData 4 I 53. 812. 2856. 2065. 0. 13. |5 I 0. 12. 0. 1. 0. 0. I6 I O. 1. 9. 3. 0. 322. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 44560
% of scene classified = 123531/233681 = 52.86Overall % correct = 36.07

4% Threshold — Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Fill

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 200. 3277. 1336. 332. 0. 2. I2 I 35. 802. 325. 38. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 138. 1447. 2042. 501. 0. 0. IData 4 I 75. 1604. 4504. 5689. 0. 35. I5 I O. 275. 45. 152. 0. 0. I6 I 0. 5. 26. 12. 0. 472. I

Overall % correct = 39.39
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5% Threshold · Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 72. 1807. 738. _44T·_-·-05--·_—0T-|
2 I 21. 499. 224. 8. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 88. 957. 1464. 133. O. O. IData 4 I 53. 812. 2790. 1507. 0. 13. I
5 I 0. 12. 0. 0. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 1. 8. 2. 0. 322. I

I
Sum of diagonal elements = 38640
% of scene classified = 115751/233681 = 49.53
Overall % correct = 33.38

5% Threshold · Combined Training Sites
”

. e«++*ee**e++«*«¢e«e**+**+**«+«++++«*+«++++++e¤*+**

Error Matrix After Fill
Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 I 206. 3343. 1399. 196. 0. 2. I
2 I 35. 809. 336. 20. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 141. 1511. 2134. 342. O. O. I
Data 4 I 75. 1795. 5469. 4530. 0. 37. I

5 I 0. 325. 98. 49. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 6. 28. 8. 0. 474„ I

Overall % correct = 34.89
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6% Threshold - Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

_ 1 { 72. 1807. 738. 37. 0. 0. {
2 { 21. 499. 224. 8. 0. 0. {

Reference 3 { 88. 957. 1464. 119. 0. 0. {
Data 4 { 53. 812. 2790. 1154. 0. 13. {

5 { 0. 12. 0. 0. 0. 0. { ’
6 { 0. 1. 8. 2. 0. 322. {

Sum of diagonal elements = 35110
% of scene classified = 111971/233681 = 47.92
Overall % correct = 31.36

6% Threshold — Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Fill .

Classification Results
i

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 { 206. 3355. 1418. 164. 0. 2. {
2 { 35. 809. 336. 20. 0. 0. {

Reference 3 { 141. 1523. 2158. 307. 0. 0. {
Data 4 { 76. 1869. 5719. 4205. 0. 37. {

5 { 0. 327. 99. 47. 0. 0. {
6 { 0. 6. 29. 5. 0. 475. {

Overall % correct = 33.61
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7% Threshold • Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I O. 1588. 738. 37. 0. 0.II
2 I 0. 441. 224. 8. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 0. 776. 1464. 119. O. O. I
Data 4 I 0. 679. 2790. 1154. 0. 13. I

5 I 0. 12. O. 0. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 1. 8. 2. 0. 322. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 33810
% of scene classified = 103731/233681 = 44.39
Overall % correct = 32.59

7% THRESHOLD - COMBINED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 3260. 1704. 181. 0. 2. I
2 I 0. 791. 385. 24. O. 0. I

Reference 3 I O. 1457. 2353. 318. O. O. I
Data 4 I 0. 1801. 5855. 4213. O. 37. I

5 I 0. 320. 101. 50. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 5. 30. 5. O. 476. I

Overall % correct = 33.52

+
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8% Threshold · Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 878. 738. 19. 0. 0. I
2 I 0. 326. 224. 4. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I O. 691. 1464. 46. 0. 0. I
Data 4 I 0. 605. 2790. 777. 0. 13. II

5 I 0. 12. 0. I0. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 1. 8. 1. 0. 322. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 28890
% of scene classified = 89201/233681 = 38.39
Overall % correct = 32.39

8% THRESHOLD · COMBINED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I O. 3100. 1914. 130. 0. 2. I2 I 0. 782. 402. 17. 0. 0. I
Reference 3 I 0. 1424. 2540. 165. O. 0. I

Data 4 I 0. 1808. 6460. 3601. 0. 37. I
5 I 0. 327. 110. 35. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 5. 31. 4. O. 476. I

Overall % correct = 31.66
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10Z Threshold — Combined Training Sites
ttttttfttttftttttltttttttfttft}*tt*·A·tttt·k·ktt**t—tt·k·t

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results1 2 3 4 5 6
1 | O. 564. 623. 0. 0. 0. |
2 | 0. 219. 207. O. O. O. |

Reference 3 | O. 523. 1176. 0. O. 0. [
Data 4 | 0. 492. 1772. O. 0. 11. l5 | O. O. O. O. O. O. [

6 | 0. 1. 6. O. O. 304. |

Sum of diagonal elements = 16990
Z of scene classified = 58961/233681 = 25.23
Overall Z correct = 28.82

In
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13Z Threshold — Combined Training Sites
*+¢+*++«**«««+*++«e«*+*+1*«+«*+***«««¢e««e+*««¢+«+

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 488. 475. 0. 0. 0. I2 I 0. 170. 170. 0. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 0. 430. 814. 0. 0. 0. IData 4 I 0. 363. 1045. 0. 0. 11. I5 I 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. I6 I 0. 1. 5. 0. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 12880
Z of scene classified = 42721/233681 = 18.28Overall Z correct = 30.15

13Z THRESHOLD · COMBINED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill

Classification Results1 2 3 4 5 6
1 I 0. 3092. 2052. 0. 0. 3. I2 I 0. 738. 462. 0. 0. 0. IReference 3 I O. 1410. 2718. 0. 0. 0. IData 4 I O. 2683. 9050. 0. 0. 173. I5 I 0. 332. 140. 0. 0. 0. I6 I 0. S. 21. 0. O. 490. I

Overall Z correct = 16.89
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15Z Threshold — Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 | 0. 236. 475. 0. 0. 0. I2 I 0. 85. 170. 0. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 0. 259. 814. O. 0. O. IData 4 I O. 227. 1045. 0. 0. 11. I5 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I6 I O. 0. 5. 0. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 12030
Z of scene classified = 36311/233681 = 15.54
Overall Z correct = 33.13
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17Z Threshold • Combined Training Sites
++««**+**g«*++«**««**«**«+*+«««++***««+e«+««*«««++

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 236. 318. 0. 0. 0. |
2 I 0. 85. 122. 0. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 0. 259. 546. 0. O. 0. I
Data 4 I 0. 227. 806. 0. 0. 11. I

5 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I” 6 I 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 9350
Z of scene classified = 29181/233681 = 12.49
Overall Z correct = 32.04

I
I
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20% Threshold — Combined Training Sites ’
~ **«««¢«*««*«*«««+«««****4*+**4*«+««+*+«*++«++««*«1

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 236. 318. 0. 0. 0. I
2 I 0. 85. 122. 0. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 0. 259. 546. 0. 0. 0. IData 4 I 0. 227. 806. 0. 0. 11. I
5 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I
6 I 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 9350
% of scene classified = 29181/233681 = 12.49
Overall % correct = 32.04

20% THRESHOLD - COMBINED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 2774. 2367. 0. 0. 5- I2 I 0. 709. 492. 0. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 0. 1377. 2751. 0. 0. O- I
Data 4 I 0. 2586. 9144. 0. 0. 176. I

5 I 0. 228. 244. 0. 0. O- I
6 I 0. 4. 21. 0. 0. 491. I

Overall % correct = 16.91
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23Z Threshold — Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 V 0. 0. 318. 0. 0. 0. |
2 | 0. 0. 122. 0. 0. 0. |Reference 3 | 0. 0. 546. 0. 0. 0. |

Data 4 | 0. 0. 806. 0. 0. 10. V5 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. |
6 | 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 302. |

Sum of diagonal elements = 8480
Z of scene classified = 21081/233681 = 9.02
Overall Z correct = 40.23

. VV
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25% Threshold - Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. |
2 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. |

Reference 3 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. |
Data 4 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10. I5 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. [

6 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 302. |

Sum of diagonal elements = 3020
% of scene classified = 3121/233681 = 1.34
0vera11 % correct = 96.76

g IV
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30Z Threshold · Combined Training Sites
****+¢+*+****+«+**++«++*+««¢*«+««+«*«+**««**•«¢*+•

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. .0. I
2 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I3 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I
4 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10. I
5 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. I6 I 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 302. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 3020
Z of scene classified = 3121/233681 = 1.34
Overall Z correct = 96.76

1‘
I
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40Z Threshold — Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 | O. 0. O. O. 0. O. |2 | 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. |Reference 3 | O. O. O. O. O. O. |Data 4 | O. 0. 0. 0. O. 10. I5 | 0. 0. 0. O. O. O. |6 | 0. 0. O. O. O. 302. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 3020
Z of scene classified = 3121/233681 = 1.34Overall Z correct = 96.76
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80% Threshold - Combined Training Sites

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 6 6

11 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 121 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1
Reference 3 1 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 1

Data 41 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4. 151 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 161 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 128. 1

Sum of diagonal elements = 1280
% of scene classified = 1331/233681 = .57
Overall % correct = 96.17
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APPENDIX B. ERROR MATRICES—SEPARATED TRAINING
CLASSIEICATIONS AND FILLS
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OZ THRESHOLD · SEPARATED TRAINING SITES
**++**«***+e¢**+*++¢+++++1+++**+**+***«*«««+++«*«*

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 3179. 543. 981. 268. 174. 2. I' 2 I 601. 262. 273. 41. 24. 0. |Reference 3 I 1354. 458. 1684. 514. 118. 0. IData 4 I 1458. 955. 3264. 5831. 371. 28. |5 I 95. 8. 24. 40. 305. 0. I6 I 10. 3. 10. 15. 20. 458. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 117190
Z of scene classified = 233681/233681 = 100Overall Z correct = 50.15

I
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5% THRESHOLD · SEPARATED TRAINING SITES
**«*«+++*«+«*+««****+4*++*««+«««***++«*+*+«++**«««

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 2446. 500. 834. 176.
_-0I-----0I-I

2 I 497. 234. 243. 28. O. 0. IReference 3 I 1093. 409. 1483. 352. 0. 0. I. Data 4 I 1115. 666. 2823. 4698. 0. 13. I‘ 5 I 51. 5. 0. 12. 0. 0. I6 I 4. 1. 8. 7. O. 322. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 91830
Z of scene classified = 180181/233681 = 77.11
Overall Z correct = 50.97

5% THRESHOLD • SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
I

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 3148. 658. 1030. 309. 0. 2. I
2 I 601. 293. 266. 40. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 1341. 546. 1660. 580. 0. 0. I
Data 4 I 1565. 992. 3133. 6184. 0. 32. I

5 I 370. 20. 2. 80. 0. 0. I
6 I 12. 4. 14. 20. 0. 467. I

Overall Z correct = 50.29

»
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10% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITESe«e****«*«*«««*•e*+«4««««4*«**+«««++**«««+«+«*+«++

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 2273. 403. 803. 145. 0. 0. I
2 I 476. 170. 236. 22. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 1020. 328. 1458. 307. _ 0. 0. I
Data 4 I 978. 571. 2803. 4018. 0. 11. I

5 I 12. 1. 0. 9. 0. 0. I
6 I 3. 1. 8. 6. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 82230
Z of scene classified = 163661/233681 = 69.91
Overall Z correct = 50.24

10% THRESHOLD · SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 3102. 576. 1122. 344. 0. 2. I
2 I 652. 228. 275. 45. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 1270. 490. 1734. 634. 0. O. I _ .
Data 4 I 1376. 944. 3270. 6258. 0. 32. I

5 I 211. 23. 10. 227. 0. 0. I
6 I ll. 3. 16. 20. 0. 467. I

Overall Z correct = 50.56

'Q
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15% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES
«««*«*««*+*«+*«+++«««««*++«+*«««««««*«*««+**+*«««*

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 1842. 353. 614. 113. 0. 0. I2 I 370. 127. 181. 16. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 812. 243. 1243. 247. 0. 0. IData 4 I 793. 212. 2643. 3280. 0. 11. I5 I 0. 0. 0. 5. 0. 0. I6 I 3. 0. 8. 5. 0. 304. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 67960
% of scene classified = 134251/233681 = 57.45
Overall % correct = 50.62

15% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
‘

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 3104. 659. 1023. 358. 0. 2. I
2 I 691. 187. 275. 48. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 1332. 462. 1717. 617. 0. 0. I
Data 4 I 1508. 369. 3885. 6111. 0. 33. I

5 I 122. 9. 42. 299. 0. 0. I
6 I 11. 1. 20. 16. 0. 468. I

Overall % correct = 49.58

I
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30% THRESHOLD — SEPARATED TRAINING SITES
*4****+*+*+«e«*«++«*«**+***+*+«+¢+«+*«+«*+«««+*««e

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 1395. 200. 614. 96. 0. 0. I2 I 289. 88. 181. 14. 0. 0. |Reference 3 I 603. 146. 1243. 216. 0. 0. IData 4 I 541. 159. 2643. 2872. 0. 10. I5 I 0. 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. I6 I 1. 0. 8. 4. 0. 302. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 59000
% of scene classified = 116291/233681 = 49.76
Overall % correct = 50.73

30% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill
Classification Results

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 I 2581. 497. 1550. 516. 0. 2. I2 I 663. 159. 325. 53. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 1219. 360. 1923. 626. 0. 0. IData 4 I 1240. 336. 4167. 6131. 0. 33. I5 I 112. 9. 44. 306. 0. 0. I6 I 4. 1. 27. 14. 0. 470. I

Overall % correct = 48.20

#
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60% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES
+4*+*e*«**44*+«e++e+*+++¢«+«**4+***+44++4ee+e«++++

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 677. 76. 581. 54. 0. 0. I
2 I 173. 49. 176. 9. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 542. 93. 1196. 145. 0. 0. IData 4 I 485. 130. 2551. 1874. 0. 8. I5 I 0. 0. — 0. 2. _ 0. 0. I6 I 1. 0. 7. 2. 0. 271. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 40670
Z of scene classified = 91011/233681 = 38.95
Overall Z correct = 44.69

60% THRESHOLD · SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Fill

Classification Results °
1 2 2 4 5 6

1 I 2826. 212. 1753. 355. 0. O- I
2 I 746. 74. 334. 47. 0. 0. I

Reference 3 I 1374. 205. 2037. 512. 0. O- I
Data 4 I 1382. 300. 4568. 5626. 0. 30. I

5 I 158. 11. 40. 263. 0. O· I
6 I 6. 0. 30. ll. 0. 469. I

Overall Z correct = 47.21
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80Z THRESHOED - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 I 393. 76. 581. 37. 0. 0. I2 I 133. 49. 176. 6. 0. 0. IReference 3 I 527. 93. 1196. 72. 0. 0. IData 4 I 466. 130. 2551. 1498. 0. 4. I5 I 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. I6 I 1. 0. 7. 1. 0. 128. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 32640
Z of scene classified = 81271/233681 = 34.79Overall Z correct = 40.16

I
I

I· I
I

I‘
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90% THRESHOLD - SEPARATED TRAINING SITES*«¢+¢*«******e+«+***«e*«++*+***+*++«+e*+«***4*+e**

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results1 2 3 4 5 6
1 I 0. 0. 581. 30. 0. 0. I2 I O. 0. 176. 5. 0. O. IReference 3 I O. O. 1196. 62. O. O. |

Data 4 I 0. 0. 2551. 1302. O. 4. I5 I 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. I6 I 0. 0. 7. 1. O. 128. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 26260
% of scene classified = 60451/233681 = 25.87
Overall % correct = 43.44

I
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95Z THRESHOLD — SEPARATED TRAINING SITES

Error Matrix After Thresholding

Classification Results
1 2 3 4 5 6

‘ 1 I O. O. 581. 23. O. O. I2 I O. O. 176. 5. O. O. I “
Reference 3 I O. O. 1196. 49. O. O. IData 4 I O. O. 2551. 949. O. 4. I °

5 I O. O. O. 1. O. O. I6 I O. O. 7. 1. O. 128. I

Sum of diagonal elements = 22730
Z of scene classified = 56691/233681 = 24.26
Overall Z correct = 40.09

I· I
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